syngo fastView

Simple steps to use syngo fastView
Simple steps to use *syngo fastView*

Confirming the message box „OK“ starts *syngo fastView*.

„*syngo fastView*“ is not a medical device!
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After inserting a CD/DVD with clinical images (DICOMDIR), syngo fastView automatically displays the available DICOM data.
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Patient info field displays demographics of the loaded dataset.

Movie Control provides the functionality to display multiframes and dynamic datasets in movie and realtime modes.

By selecting multiple datasets movies are displayed simultaneously.
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Double clicking in a segment opens a Blow Up.

Another double click restores the original layout.
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Loading of an Ultrasound dataset automatically opens the Ultrasound movie mode.

The Ultrasound movie mode displays Cardiac Stress Echo with sorting (by stage and by view) in realtime.
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With the „open file“ dialog other images can be loaded into the Patient Browser.

The Microsoft Windows Explorer opens and allows searching for datasets on the hard disk.
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The Patient Browser displays different studies.

The right mouse button opens the context menu.

The „append“ function enables the cross-study display of images in *syngo* fastView.

Comparison of datasets is possible.
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**Three-Button-Mouse:**
The „Interactive movie“ function allows manual scrolling with speed control by moving the mouse.

**Wheel-Mouse:**
Speed control by scrolling the wheel.
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The „File“ menu provides the possibility to convert DICOM data to another file format e.g. BMP, JPEG, AVI and to export them to the Microsoft Windows file system.
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3D MPR mode allows orthogonal view of volume datasets.

Synchronized scrolling with reference lines through the datasets.

Easy change from 2D viewing to 3D mode via icon.
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Special Fusion mode for displaying resampled, fusion datasets side by side

Linked cursor for navigation between the datasets

Alpha blending on the fused datasets
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Dicom Header
Information displays the complete Dicom Header of the selected datasets
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Easy print functionality by using your default Windows printer
Enjoy your image viewing with syngo fastView!